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Library theft
increases
At least $8,000 worth of
material stolen during one year
By Anna Molin
Daily Staff I4’riter
With at least $8,000 worth of materials stolen tiom the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Joint Library since
its opening in August 2003. library
management is looking for methods
to combat this problem.
The King Library security staff,
which includes 11 people, uses an integrated security system with digital
video, card key access and door alarms
to guard the library, said Sgt. John
Laws, library security supervisor.
Because of the security system.
which incorporates several video cameras per floor and one camera per elevator. security personnel can monitor
the actisities in and around the library.
LAWS said.
However, despite these security
Photos by Julia Weeks / Daily Staff
Above: Adrienne Lawton, assistant pastor of the Community Homeless Alliance Ministry, and
Pearla Habib (back), a San Jose Medical Center secretary, march to keep the San Jose Medical
Center open Wednesday morning. While they marched, they sung, "I woke up this morning with
healthcare on my mind."
Right: Toni Henry of San Jose protests the recently announced Dec. 8 closure of San Jose
Medical Center Wednesday morning. "We need our hospital like we inhale and exhale," Henry
said.
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By Elizabeth Nguyen
odu. iron Editvr
fladv
(beers an we As s Ars drove l’s honking their
horns while ingts hints of "tic:A. Ile WAy" were
heard over a bullhorn At the main entrance of San
Jose Nleclical (’enter.
After re s riving 90 dais’ notice of the 1)es. 9
ApplieillliAtelt. 200 nurses, list ifs, IP 1,1,1
tAl workers and s.uninunity members held pi, ket
signs as flies rallied outside if the mesh, Al s enter.
the demonstration said.
,itie ot tIe,.T V,AII

hael Llhott, organizing director of South
Arl.-C10 Labor Council. said the protest
was mainly organized by three large coalitions ot
community’ members and labor unions.
Site San Jose Medical Center, A grass -roots
organization, was strafed in 1999 after the owners ,if the hospital announced its planned closure
in 2007, has been persistent in fighting to keep
the hospital open, he said.
see PROTEST. page

Students apply studies Program
to community service encourages
reading
By Emmanuel Lopez
Drolt Stall Wr tter

Some students get involved with
community work AS part of their
classes.
Others di, S.. thimigh their inorganizavolvement in on
tions.
Whatever the reason, students
who perfitrrii volunteer work sat that
it pnwides Maly benefits.
For John Giang, a rumor math
ITIA.i0f, community service WAS A re
quirement for his child development
class.
GiAng, who plans tut teaching
high school math alter getting his
credential, said he had to volunteer
helping children with learning disabilities At A bit Al eleIllentAIN
1 had ti smile III heti 14 three
times A week for an houi or An Inuit
and j halt," ;Ling said,
Although the corm iiiii tits. service
WAS Ali assignment, Giang said he
telt Mite confident about Ins CAteet
ASpitAti ,,,, S.

While some San Jose State University students struggle to find parking spots at school, other students
may still be wearing pajamas and sitting in front of a computer. waiting to
take their classes.
In 1998, the university only offered
one online class, said Corey Gin and
Jeremy Kemp, instructional developers for SJSU.
Gin and Kemp both help faculty
members to create online courses.
There are two different types of
online courses at SJMI. Gin said.
"We have online courses which are
considered totally online, and there
are blended courses," Gin said.
Each semester, there are 35 to SO
online courses And 100 to 150 blended
online courses are ,.tiered. Gin said.

BAy

WAs A good opportunity to
work with the kids and get some
hands -tin experience teaching."
( :ling said, Adding that the expert
ence affirmed his goal of becoming
A teacher.
nang is not performing
nit’s’ service this semester, but said he
plans to in the near ffiture.
"I’m working, so that takes iip all
my time: (lung said. "But I would
love to Clint! in and help teach the
kids when I have some free time."
Chris Acidera, am Setiliif management intininatnin systems major,
volunteered during the summer as
part of his nutrition class.
Acirilera worked as a volunteer
at the Don Edwards Sall rtAtleiSCO
Wildlife Refuge, where he remiwed
trash and weed., placed cages to protect young plants and loitked after
the animals.
Acidera said the experience
opened his eves to the problems
the environment is facing in today’s

)I.UNTEER. page.;

their am ’till
An occurrence at the library, which

has between 10.000 to 12.000 people coming through the building every day.
Laws said the thieves grah
and compact discs more than other
library materials. In .1....,L4th.,n, people
steal and rip out pages of books and
magazines.
"The library. management is very
concerned," said Jo Bell %Vhitlatch,
associate dean ot the King I AbrarY.
Whitlatch said in Addition to the
$8,000 worth of documented losses,
a number of hooks, CDs and DVDs
have likely gone unnoticed by the security’ and library stath Thu., ur,
Atty. the monetary loss is Litget than
the documented outflow, Whirlatch
iee THEFT, pa’ s

Online classes draw
mixed reactions
By Yasuyo Nagata
Datly Staff Writer

Community protests
closure of medical center

teatures, the

Gin said blended online courses
are on the rise
In blended online uourses. students
still need to attend classes on campus.
Kemp said.
If students are taking three -unit
blended online classes, they are required to
T., , lass 45 hours a semester, lie said.
Mike SplAne. A lestlitet of management int,,onanoTI sViitenis hax
been teas hing a course Business Pro’
ducts-its 1...Is As blended "’lithe class
tot two Veal,

In Spline’s clAss, he iiiiiedes all
readings and assignments online,
so students , An stiiik Ansi review IW
themselves
limos-ever, students need tuttle ti
a lab, Spline said.
Haying A blended online sitting
’’ONLINE. page 4

Hot dog ...

Sy Monica Lauer
Daily Staff Mae,

students, faculty and sommunity
members are invited to start "reading
and reading and reading and reading."
at Any of the five new reAding lotingr
areas on the SAD Jose !StAte IInivermtv
campus, said Nehanda linata. associate
director 01 advising.
Students and ficults gathered in
the Dr. Martin Luther king It Joint
Library’s Attu-Ana Center on the tilt!,
floor to celebrate the laun, h of the
ucational Opportunity Pnutrant’s reading program. "Honoring the Leader in
You," on Wednesday.
Several specs lies intnklused and
provided background intimation on
the reading program Ow will officially
begin today from 11 ani to 21’ The
program will Coil tifIllf es-et s IlitusdAv
READING. me t

Ashley Bess / Daily Staff
Punk poodle chills outside the Dr Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library Wednesday morning. When
asked how life was going he answered, "Ruff"!
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It shouldn’t take death to show that life is short
Do you ever wonder if the apocalypse is going to happen
anytime soon?
Taking a look at Hollywood, recent movies such as "Signs"
and "The Day After Tomorrow," they have long predicted the
end of the world.
Looking past events that we see on the silver screen, realities such as hurricanes, earthquakes and wars in the Middle
East, Asia, South America and Africa continue.
The attacks on 9/11 could be clear signs to some that the
end is coming near.
Natural disasters such as climate change and the continuing warnings that global pollution is serious and potentially
fatal. Citizens cannot drink the water, breathe the air or eat the
fish without fear of ingesting toxins.
In a time where poverty is increasing, ice from glaciers is
breaking off and material success is the center of what human
values are centered around, are people valuing the unimportant things in life?
And while the apocalypse may not happen anytime soon, it
is quite possible that your last day to live might just be today.
During the past six months, three tragedies have occurred
involving one San Jose State University student and two re-

cent SJSU graduates.
In April, a 27-year -old woman who recently graduated was
training with her boyfriend for a triathlon when a drunk driver suddenly hit them. The alumna is now paralyzed and her
boyfriend passed away because of the accident.
People who knew her said she was vibrant, energetic and happy. Her life is now drastically
different, now unable to walk and in a wheelchair.
Earlier in the semester, a 19-year-old died
in a skateboarding related accident. Friends and
loved ones admired him for his enthusiasm, sincerity and eagerness. Nobody expected this to
happen, least of all the student, who reportedly
had his future planned out.
Nearly three weeks ago, a 25 -year-old recent graduate student died of unknown causes.
JENNIFER
Family and friends said he was the most compassionate, sweet and genuine person they’d
ever met.
The lives of these students are important for us to remember.

Letter: Read-2-Lead Classic cost students $500,000
Dear editor,
I thought Spartan sporting events
were free to students. After reading
Tuesday’s paper, I guess I was wrong.
I’m all for a campus that supports Division I -A. It gives us name recognition
and national exposure. And if it gets
cut, then so will other sports.
What fin not willing to support
is an outright loss of $500,000 for a
football game that has mediocre attendance. That money could have gone
a long way toward helping students
around campus, and making the university a better place. Each one of the
29.000 students here at San Jose State
University paid roughly $17.24 to cover those losses. I don’t know about

other students, but $17 is enough to
feed me for a week. It’s a few hours’
hard work.
There are desks all around campus
that seem as if they’ve been taken out
of the trash from elementary schools
and put right into some of the buildings on campus. What about the
fountains that are off year-round? Sure,
water costs money, but those dried, calcified concrete slabs sprinkled around
campus are hideous.
Recently, an entire scholarship program had to be cut from the university
budget because of a lack of hinds. Apparently the ability of students to even
attend our university pales in importance to the Read-2 -Lead Classic,
which features a game sporting a Divi

THOUGHT CRIMES

.01.11 II -A trans.
Then there’s the library. Sure, it’s
pretty, but per student, it’s one of the
most under-funded student libraries in
the California State University system.
I’m sure $500,000 could have bought
a lot of books. So much for supporting literacy.
As our president-of-the-week Don
Kassing himself said regarding the
cost, "We gambled on it." I don’t know
about the rest of the student body, but
if I want to gamble away my money, I’ll
drive to a reserve.
Andrew Weiglein
Junior
Psychology and English

KONSTANTIN ABADJIEV

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry tOrms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandailyakasa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
TODAY

in the Slontalvo room in the Student Union. For
more information, call Anne at 924-6500.

School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information, call the Gallery Office at
924-4330.

Society of Latino Engineers and Scientist
A general meeting will take place at 6 p.m. in the
Costanoan room in the Student Union.

Catholic Campus Ministry
A daily mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. "Faith
Formation" will take place from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.
The Alpha Omega Student Fellowship will meet
at 8 p.m. All events will take place in the Catholic
Campus Ministry. For more information, call Father
Mike Carson at 938-1610.
Sc hool if %sit
"The Listening I lour" concert series featuring a jazz
piano and vocal concert with guest artists Adrian Frey
and Peggy Chew from Switzerland will take place
from 1210 p.m. to 1:20 p.m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. For more information, call Joan Stribbe
at 924-4649.
Associated Students Campus Recreation
An Ultimate Frisbee tournament will take place at
2 p.m at the recreation area next to the University
House. The tournament is $2 for students and $5
for non -students. For more information, call Rita
Chandler at 924-6266.

Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance
A ,Jeneral meeting will take from p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

a class, getting a term paper done, going to class and doing
laundry.
Permanent goals, usually stressed by professors and parents, include planning for the future lining up jobs, getting
finances squared away, and starting a family.
Absent from these temporary and permanent goals is considering whether the choices you make now will give you joy,
how your loved ones respond to your decisions and how you
feel about yourself at the end of the day.
Surely, there must be some balance out there between what
needs to be done (job, making money, paying bills) with what
gives you joy (being with family, traveling, relaxing).
As one young student to another, I would like to extend
a challenge: do something that you’ve wanted to do but just
haven’t had the time, courage or money.
Maybe nothing will come out of it, but you never know
where you’ll be tomorrow.

Jenniter McLain is the Spartan Ilnly executive editor
’Oxymoron" appear, every Thursday.

RELOADING

WELL! WANT A SMALL BANANA
BERRY BUT FIRST LET ME ASK Vol.)
WHAT ARE THE AVAILABLE
F/NANC/N6 OPTIONS’

Spartan Shors Informational Services
A Campus A illage gaming showcase will take place
from noon to 10 p.m. in the University Room. For
more information, call Tanya Miller at
(650) 286-7357.

Each of these students experienced something unexpected
and unplanned for.
As a 22-year-old student, I long ago decided that I am invincible.
Though I realize some of my choices will
eventually haunt me when I am older, for the
time being I cannot imagine having someone or
something step in my way of the future.
But as I look at these three students, each
of whom were vibrant, compassionate and excited, I cannot help but to look at them and
see the same hopes that so many of us have on
campus.
Many are planning for their careers, and college is just the first step.
How many students, when planning for
their futures, pencil in their calendars, "Stay
MCLAIN
safe. Keep priorities. Money isn’t everything.
Life is temporary"?
In college, students receive many signals about what their
temporary and lifelong goals should be.
Temporary goals often include earning a passing grade in

Asian Baptist Student Union
A Bible study will take place at 7 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room in the Student Union. For more
information, call Chantra at 472-2465.
Black Alliance of Scientists and Engineers
A general body meeting will take place at 7 p.ni. in
the Ohlone room in the Student Union. For more
inffirrnation, call Akili at 644-0572.
Student Life and Leadership
Applications are being accepted for the "Leadership
11 Workshop Series." Stop by Student Life and
Leadership to fill out a registration form. The first
workshop will take place on Oct. 7 front 4 p.m. to
6 p.m. in the Ohlone room in the Student Union. For
more information, call 924-5950.
FRIDAY
School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place front 10 am. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information, sall the Gallery Office at
924-4330.
Associated Students Campus Recreation
An Ultimate Frisbee tournament will take pl ACC at
2 p.m at the recreation area next to the University
Muse. The tournament is $2 for students and $5
for non -students. For more information, tall Rita
Chandler at 924-6266 .

Various tools can help you
cope with stresses of life
When it seems that everything is working against you, that the bar was set much higher in college than in high
what does it take to keep moving on rather than to just give school and that it was perfectly A, ceptable to earn something
tip? How many times can you pick up and start over?
less than an A.
Since early August, Florida has dealt with four hurricanes
Sometimes, the way to cope is to ride out the storm.
or tropical storms.
That is what my friend Jill is d sing. She believes her hu,
During that same time, my friend Jill has been hammered band, Dan, is having A midliti truss+.
M another way her husband of 24 years walked out On her.
This storm has been brewing fiw a while. Dan and Jill’s
Meanwhile, I expect some students who arrived at San Jose relationship has been increasingly problematic, and he finally
State University last month, eager to begin their college ca- said point -blank, "I want to date other women."
reers, now find themselves feeling swamped.
When it he, AMC inevitable that I Lin Was moving out, Jill’s
Maybe their workload is more than they
re9111111W was, "Fine. Go do it. Date IC Or 20
bargained for. Maybe they chose partying in
other women."
the dorms Ewer doing homework and are now
Her reasoning, in part, is that if he is lookworried they can’t catch up. Or maybe moving for a dream girl, some imaginary perfect
ing hundreds of miles from the life they had
woman, then the simmer he learns that every
always known has created stresses they hadn’t
WOMAII 10Ut there is Hewed as humans tend
imagined.
to be --- the sootier lie .01 si his issues init.
No matter the situation, there are certain
Jill knows there is A big risk involved 1)-ass
tools that can help a person cope.
may never cune bask - but she tlet islet! that
One is to be pragmatic you keep going
if the storm timid not be avoided, she would At
because life doesn’t stop.
least taut it heAtl 011.
On Sunday, Florida Gov. Jeb Bush held
When dealing with A stressful situAteni, the
a news conference in that state’s Martin
1111/re skills
IIJVC, the Mote you ins Adapt
County. which had just been list by HurAnd he flexible, And the better liff suits mil be
RON
PANGRAC
ricane Jeanne, only weeks after being hit by
And J sollege Mint Anon] tams lie VAIllable tor
Frances. lie said that water and ice were beexpanding Vont skins. ’I hat is ii it JIWAYs A gum’
ing shipped in.
miter, is, mwever.
No matter how bad conditions were, the need for water
Eight years ago, my manager needed A temporary cwt. .%
could not be put on hold.
re The person he bn ought in w.is tecent college graduate.
Because life doesn’t stop, you can’t run away, either.
"Calking with lion. I asked if he WA temping while look
If you’re stressed about college, sure, you could drop salt. mug tor work in his field lle sass) there WA no Work In isis
That would only deal with one problem, though. Upon wak- lid,) Ii,, had studied tilos, tit, using on ...MC kind ot editing
ing up the next morning, you would still he Cited voth the Tr, salt Just As he finished hi. degree. A new !ethnology was
question, "Now what?"
into shaced whit h . hanged the work, eliminatin g the humansn
Instead of running from the problem, find ways to relictt component Alm.itt entirels
on and assess the situation.
dint klIOW
eVer happened to lion. I hope he fi. ttttt 1
This may involve quiet time to think things through. Even A line .4 work that Appealed ft, him, but I l, . kilos. that huavinug
if it means skipping classes for a day and going to the bea,h, A ...liege degree was not Wring to be A 11A1,114%.
taking that time can be A worthwhile investnient.
If you AR feeling overwhelmed, sins, J11 final re0111,-C
Or simply talking to someone be it Wm, a cli.se friend
as well As reserve, It per, MAI Wreln,011
ti, help s’ ’U eildllir
j,:n rust sell, I also remember %v ite n ills 1 IWII IllArnAge WA,
or someone from SJS11’s Counseling Services flits:
tna%
be invaluable.
t 0011111111g And 111111iped 1100 till j1lIllot high physi,
Another tool for toping is to put things in perspective. , anon , Oat At the gr..
-tire Attrt complaining to 111111
Most issues are not late -or -death.
AhOUt h. in had things were, he n.1.11
solliCt111111; ha".
1 was once talking with A person who managed ime of the thought b k ’iii MOW IMO,
"Ron," he said, -this
dining commons at Stanti.rd I Iniversity lie said he . ould al
An Alw.y. WAIT
ways tell when midterms started in the fall bet use sonic "li- over.
the freshmen were suddenly sullen.
I laving carried all A’s throughout high schEn4, these stri
is Pangra. is a Apartan huh pr:dmirin
dents worried that B’s Of especially Cs were signs the% Were
failing. I le would talk with them And try to get them to see

eau-

Letter: SJSU representatives apathetic toward fee increases
),,ir rdiug,
It is commendable that the Spartan

Daily is keeping us nifi.rmed about the
proposals concerning long term student
fee policies. For Some reason, the As. sated Students cannot be bothered with
keeping the students abreast of it at all.
No doubt, there are too imuamis ’pint rallies for the A.S. president to plan, and
/mu Ass’s mated Students management is
PK; rtigAgell mis 1 lonierom ing pia lining.
I ani sure it is reasonable to A+ tttttt c
that tees will have to be increased, arid
it is better to have some long terns plan
than be fated with a Inge Illt ’CAW eV
cry year. 1 lloWeVer. the E plete apathy
shown by En, Guerra, our representative on the board of trustees, troubles
Ine. SIM% WC have tO Cart t that all Al

pel ts Ot the state budget AFC Illiportant
I WOlild 11JVC hoped that the CAlltorIllA
State StIldelit AssInlAt1011, What 11 11A
relit r Of ITN mcy, wailt1 at least Ivan, to
sOrrie din lisslinis on Cat 11 sang/11s AIN tot
stUdeflf tees. ft tont-sr, NI. ( ireathinise
has a new project tot the CSSA, brit it
Is not toncertied with voter
Anon ..r
getting students interested in tlis,uss
ing fee saps or tee poll, les It Is all about
inalung sure we have enough CSSA
pride. So instead .4 lobbying tor stil
dents. the CSSA will embark its Making
sure they All have enough ’I. shirts that

Brat 11,1110010n tlii 1,11 tot More At t es.
tse hiss’smut
tin-mmA.S. exe, wive dire. t..f - W110 taus
non, our stlItlelits against peaking unit
about Mutual’ lights ii, other i ountries,
bet .111se We might get A WWI’ letter and
not have tune no lally 0.111C nit ere C1011AVA
Kant floats sof’ raise ill, salary
but lust
to break tip the boredom, ,Ali st/IIICIFIle
that is representing students, a, Mall%
to the universits.

I

1: I Po%

teresent stistients

glve them pride.
Could we, even’ once its A while at
the I Imver,ity I louse, talk about lass
size and MOM teas hers Could the state
student association, instead ot lobbying
for Illote Ittliae space at Cu) Stitt I.. mg

Jame. Rower
Graduate Sham,
t ’,/,an Pl.tnning
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I Literacy promoted

continuedfrom page 1
throughout the Fall semester.
The program’s goal is to encourage and improve literacy by urging
students, faculty and the community to commit 30 minutes of every Thursday to reading, lmara said.
"Just sit down and read," she said.
"Departments have provided
a reading space, what we are calling reading lounges, where students
will be able to go sit and read every
Thursday for a time frame of three
hours," Imara said.
Five reading lounges have been
designated around SJSU for students, faculty, staff and the community. People can bring their own
books or read what each of the departments has gathered for the program, Imara said.
The five reading lounges will be
hosted by African American Studies at Washington Square Hall in
room 219, Asian American studies
at Dudley Moorhead Hall in room
239, Mexican-American studies
at Yoshihiro Uchida Hall in room
31, Mosaic Cross Cultural Center
on the second floor of the Student
Union and the Africana Center on
the fifth floor of King Library, said
Ambra Kelly, Associated Students
director of campus advising affairs.
Kelly is also a senior Educational
Opportunity Program student majoring in justice studies.
Imam said she was inspired to

create this reading program because
of the Read -2 -Lead Classic, which
encouraged literacy and the value of
higher education sports. She said she
wanted to continue with that theme
to promote literacy.
The hopes for the program are to
promote reading. Imara said, adding that it is also designed, "To bring
awareness about literacy and to create a community that reads together,
grows together and learns together."
The program has been assisting
low-income students for 35 years
with financial aid and educational opportunity to attend California State Universities, said Wallace
Southerland, director of academic
services, in his speech.
"Since 1993, this university alone
has served more than 14,000 EOP
students," he said.
Steven Millner, chair of African
American studies, was an Educational Opportunity Program student
at SJSU, and graduated in 1970 with
a bachelor’s degree in sociology.
"It is really important that EOP
students be encouraged to do this
because they will not be able to survive in the tough academic environment of a university if they don’t
have the discipline and are encouraged to get deeply involved in the
great books that are available in a
university," Millner said.
If the program is a success, it will
be continued for as long as possible,
Southerland said.

VOLUNTEER

I Leadership learned

cortiinuedfrom page 1

gineering major, said volunteer work
exposes people to things they will
have to confront in real -life.
"A lot of the things you do in the
work has to do with real -life issues,"
Wang said.
Wang, who volunteers his time
aiding in litter cleanups throughout the Bay Area. added that it feels
good to help those in need.
"It’s great to help other people,"
Wang said. "You know these people
have families and so you’re helping
them out in a way too."
One of the places students who
are interested in volunteer work can
visit is the Center for Service-Learning on campus.
Director Michael Fallon said the
center recently opened its services to
individual students.
"In the past. we were working
with faculty and students who needed to perffirm service as part of a
class," Fallon said. "At the end of last
spring, we let individuals who are interested come in."
The center, which is located in
the Administration building, has a
directory of local organizations that
have partnerships with SJSU. Fallon said.
Some of the organizations working with SJSU are the Third Street
Community Center, the Health
Trust and the city of San Jose. Fallon said.
Fallon said the response has been
lukewarm so far, but is optimistic for
the figure.
"This service has only been available for a few months," Fallon said.
"I’m sure more students will come by
as the word spreads."

world.
"It makes
more aware of the
things people are doing to our environment," Acidera said. "It also
made me realize there are things
outside of myself and my life."
Acidera said he plans on doing
more volunteer work at the refuge
later this semester and will also participate in helping the homeless.
Some students get into community service through the organizations they participate an.
Aniy Wong, a senior advertising major. said that she takes part
in volunteer activities as part of her
sorority.
"Our group has various activities
that it does throughout the year."
said Wong, who is a member of Sigma Omicron Pi sorority.
One of the activities the sorority
has planned is its ninth annual lip sync and dance competition, from
which proceeds will go to charity.
Wong said.
Wong added that the sorority
hasn’t determined which charity it
will donate to yet.
Previous donations have gone to
the Haight-Ashbury Medical Clinic in San Francisco and Operation
Inited Services Organization, which
sends Cafe packages to U.S. troops
stationed overseas. %Vong said.
Wong also said doing community
service raised her awareness of problems occurring in San Jose.
"I learned Await the sosial problems in rine coniniunity," Wong said.
"It feels good to do something about
them."
Ion Wing. .1 ,e11101 electrical en-
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Manyfrom community gather to protest closing

rontinuedfrom page 1
The Service Employee International Union Local 250 Chapter. one
of the Bay Area’s largest healthcare
workers’ unions with 100,000 members excluding doctors and nurses,
and the California Nurses Association
are among the groups organizing the
demonstration. Elliott said.
The purpose of the project was to
let Hospital Corporation of America.
which owns the medical center, know
that it cannot close down the hospital, he said.
"You can run a business in a way
that’s thoughtful and take in the needs
of the community and its people," Elliot said. "We’re not the first community that this happened to. They run it
like they’re selling clothes. They look
only at profit margin and not at more
important issues."
Patty Lasky, the labor representative for the California Nurses Association who represents registered nurses
at San Jose Medial Center, said many
people want the hospital to stay open.
"People are coming out of woodwork to oppose the closure," Lasky
said. "We’re giving people an opportunity to come together to have their
voices heard."
Aspirations
Jean Suyenaga, a senior laboratory
assistant for the clinical lab at the hospital, said she has been working for the
medical center for 16 years.
"The community has had very little time to adjust planning emergency
services," Suyenaga said. "This is one
of the (three) trauma centers in San
Jose. The other two will be very heavily impacted when (San Jose Medical
Center) closes."
Many of the hospital’s employees
will be left without jobs, she said.
’With only 90 days’ notice, it gives
very little time for employees to find
safe landing," Suyenaga said. "We’re
hoping to get enough pressure on (the
Hospital Corporation of America) to
delay closure or to go back to the original date of closure in 2007."
We would rather see the (Hospital
Corporation of America) work with
community and employees to find a
better alternative to closing."
Rev. Bill Leininger, who is with the
Interfaith Council and is on the on the
human concerns commission for the
Diocese Council in San Jose, said he
has been with Save San Jose Medical
Center fin six years.
tie said six years ago the coalition
saw that the closing of the hospital
was ultimately going to happen.
They hoped to form a committee
to conduct a study on what impact the
closure of the hospital would create,
Leininger said.
"We’re aiming at showing enough
community concern and support to

put pressure on the city council and
The hospital is vital to "the eldersupervisors to take action," he said. ly that live nearby at the senior hous"It might mean putting off closure for ing buildings and people who don’t
a year. The only leverage we (have) is drive and take public transportation,"
that the hospital is zoned for hospital she said.
use only," Leininger said.
The trauma center is an institution.
He said he hopes the protest will Dean said.
be successful.
"The police department want it,
"The only thing we (have) is people the fire department want it." she said.
on the street." Leininger said over the "If it closes, people will die because of
protesters’ chants of "We’re healthcare the time element."
workers fighting back."
Percival Acosta, who was at the
Dora Calpo, who showed up to the demonstration with the Comniunity
demonstration in her blue hospital Homeless Alliance 11/41inistry, said he
scrubs, said she has worked at San Jose was at the protest because he wants
Medical Center as a registered nurse the hospital to stay open.
for the past 29 years.
"They saved my life in the last few
"This is very much a part of my years," he said.
life," she said as she choked back on
In the summer of 1988. Acosta said
tears. "I love this place. It’s a second a deer -hunting rifle took of half of his
family away from borne."
left forearm. The trauma center was
She said she is upset because the able to reattach it and he now has full
affects
everyone
hospital closing
in the use of his arm, he said.
community.
Acosta said more importantly. in
"The
com1997, he was put
munity deserves
in a coma from a
(to have a good
motorCyCle
trauma center),"
cident
while
going 85 mph
Calpo said. "It
can happen to
without wearing
anyone. I hope no
a helmet. His
one needs a trausix -week recovma center."
ery was one of
the fastest the
Loretta Grigshospital has ever
by. a retired nurse
seen, he said.
who worked at
Sally Lieber,
"God was on
the medical cenmy side." Acoster from 1972 to
state
assemblymember
ta said. -It was
1995, said she
mainly because
was at the protest
to try to save the
of the personnel
hospital and keep
at this hospital.
They knew what
it in the community.
they were doing. I even remember
"The community needs it," she of the therapy nurses that helped me.
said. "Where will they go if there is no If I had to go to a hospital (firtherf
hospital here? (San Jose) State (Uni- away, I wouldn’t have lived."
Esther Gutierrez. a mother
tiye
versity). for one instance, and a lot of
children, said she lives downtown and
elderly people around here they
the hospital is convenient t, ,r her and
need a place to go."
Sue Cunningham, a protester with her children.
"(My son) has asthnia." Gutierrez
the California Nurses Association
who was sitting down because she said as cars dpwe by honking to supwas recovering from gall bladder sur- port the demonstrators. "I take him to
gery, said the Hospital Corporation of the emergency room here. Its walking
America’s closure of the medical cen- distance tiorn iny house."
ter is financially motivated.
Chloe Dorvilias, an undeclared
"The only thing (Hospital Cor- freshman At SIMI, said she was at the
poration of America) is concerned protest to support her n iother, who
about is their profit," she said. "They works at the hospital.
didn’t want this hospital initially. They
Dorvilias said having the mediwere after Good Samaritan. We were cal center is convenient because the
a packaged deal and they had to take campus’ health :enter is not ..pen it
us to get ( iid Samaritan because tra- all hours.
ditionally, traunia centers don’t make
"If I had munething wrong. I ,
money."
sit!
Fist take the bus ),ere."

community and elected officials time
to find alternatives instead of closing
the hospital.
"Downtown, central San Jose is
the need for healthcare is
growing
growing," Diaz said. "The quality and
programs are deteriorating. They’re
losing money because they want to
lose money. Let someone else operating."
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger vetoed AB 2874 last week. The bill was
written by Diaz in hopes of giving
communities more time to adjust to
hospital closures, he said.
"That bill would have given 180
days to look for options," Diaz said.
The current law allows hospitals
to announce closure a minimum of
90 days before the actual closing date,
he said.
"I think it says that the governor
does not understand healthcare in our
community." he said. "Fifty hospitals
will close in California within the next
five years. (The 180 days) will help the
community adjust."
Sally Lieber, state assemblymember
tjir the 22nd District, said she came to
support the community and call for
accountability for the hospital and the
corporation that runs the hospital.
"I think first and foremost (it’s) a
betrayal of the public’s trust," she said.
The hospital was to be closed in 2007,
she said, now it’s closing for financial
re.isons.
"I think its important to have a
strong show of support for the COMrnunity.- I.ieber said. "The corporation may have their own interests, be
we need to show that we have an interest for the welfare of the community."
Sandy Perry, outreach director for
Homeless Alliance Ministry at First Christian Church, protested with Save San Jose Medical
Center And said the protest was successful.
"We were able to get different
organizations,
homeless organizations, labor organizations to say ’We
need a hospital downtown,’ " he said.
"There’s already a shortage of emergency Monts."
Ifs wrong to put profit in front of
healthcare. Perry. said.
"Heidthcare is an economic hu111.1T1 right and it’s violated in America," he said.
"When we let people die to let others profit, we’ve lost out soul."
Elliott. organizing director for
South Bay AF1.-CK) Labor Coms6d he hopes to see more people
, timing out to support the keeping the
hospital open.
1 think ( Hospital Corporation of
America) is in for a big fight." he said.
"The community reaction people
teel offended. People here are tighten.
not used to having the terms of
( walth, are li rated to them."

"I think it important
to have a strong show
of supportfor the
community."

The necessity of the hospital
ltoz Dean. who is looked upon
as the leader of Save San Jose Medical Center, said the hospital has been
there since 1923. and people depend
on it.

Politicians and medical centers
Manny Diaz. state assemblymen’
her for the 23rd I)istrist. which includes SJSU and the medis al center,
said Hospital Corporation or .Anierir the
, a should have the de, en,’, n
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SJSU college students use technology in class, not withoutflaws

continuedfrom page 1
was Splane’s idea, he said. Even though
his course is a one-unit, five-week
course, the students had been paying
$50 for the textbook.
Splane said he felt sorry for the students and decided to post the readings
online for students instead of having
them pay for the textbook.
if I were a student, I (wouldn’t)
want to pay $50 (for textbook) for a
five -week course," Splane said.
Some professors offer the same
courses in both regular and online formats.
Dayana Salazar, an associate professor and an interim chair of urban and
regional planning, has both a regular
session and an online class called Introduction to Urban Design and Urban
Design and Planning.
Salazar said the content of her online course is almost the same as a regular lecture course.
"The reason I’m able to do (an online course) is because the class lectures itself are delivered through Web
streaming, so students can sit at home
in front of computer and view them,"
she said.
However. Salazar said that majority
of her students take the regular class in
person, and she also likes to have them
in class.
"I don’t think I’m ready to go to fully
online. I still need the interaction. I believe personal interaction with the instructor and with fellow students is important," she said.
In online courses. Salazar checks
with each student weekly by e-mail.
"I’m checking with online students
every week whether or not they are
reading and following the class content," she said.
Salazar posts weekly questions on
the class Web site, and students send
their answers back to her.
Online courses are not only a benefit for students, but faculty members
can also learn a lot through teaching
classes online.
"What I have learned is I have to be
very clear about the instructions I provide," Salazar said.
Salazar said her lectures are very visual, providing notes and slides with her
narration and photographs.
A picture of her face also shows up
on the screen, she said.
"They see my notes, hear (my) voice
and see images. It’s almost like watching a movie." Salazar said.
However, there are also technical
difficulties at the beginning of each semester. Salazar said.
Some students can’t download the
Web streaming or images. These problems. however, can be solved along the
way, she said.
The online courses aren’t only use nil for SJS11 students, but also students
from different places.
Sally Veregge, chair of biological
sciences, started a course called Human
Neumanatomy and Physiology online
since last sprang.
Last semester, most of the students
who took her online course were not
SJSU students, Veregge said.
Human Neuroanatonly and Physiology isn’t a common class, she said,
therefore students apply for the class
from different places such as San Diego, New York or Hawaii.
Before Veregge taught her class, she
thought her class could be taught on
online even it had a lab component.
"The reason that I felt it could be
online was because the lab is the study
of the anatomy of the brain. The human brain is hard to see anything in any
case even if you got one in your hand,"
Veregge said.
Veregge thought if she made a video
for the lab portion, students would be
able to have a lab experience similar to
that of a regular class.
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"I love this. ... It’s
freefood,free prizes,
freefun. It doesn’t
get much better than
that.

"21 big difference I
found is in class,
sometimes they don’t
read (textbooks), but
online they have to."
Ge Gao,
professor
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’Spartan Sports Day’
gives away free loot

"You have to be very specific when
I can get immediate questions, and I
can adjust how I’m presenting things," you are working online," she said.
Thompson receives both positive
she said.
To solve this issue, Veregge is con- and negative feedback for her online
ball snap into a tire and a basketBy Kevin Yuen
sidering a Web cast for future online class every semester. Some students said
ball shot after spinning around a
Daily Staff Writer
students so they would be able to talk the class was too much work to do onbaseball bat.
and see her through the computer.
line. However, others said they leaned
"I love this," said Nick OsterThe
Associated
Students
recVeregge
wasn’t plan- exactly what they needed to for teachThis semester,
reation lawn was abuzz with mu- loh, a junior meterology major
ning to have an online course, however, ing art, Thompson said.
sic and games for one hour on who had just completed a dizzy
some students needed to take it this seSplane, who teaches blended online
Wednesday as students put on basketball shot. "It’s free food,
courses, keeps comments from students
mester, Veregge said.
free prizes, free fun. It doesn’t get
Spartan Sports Day.
"Usually during the day, I have all and posts them online so that prospecTaking place in the early af- much better than that."
kinds of obligations. (However,) I can tive students can see what the class will
Three raffles were held, each
ternoon, the event was organized
respond to students and interact with be like.
by a group of seven students as a with different prizes."
them (online). I can do that anytime
Even if students criticize him,
"I think we need to take adpart of a project for Event Planduring the day," she said.
Splane said he can benefit from it.
ning, a recreation and leisure vantage of things like this (on
"I feel like I’m giving the right When he receives negative feedback, it
campus)," said senior Jeremy
studies class.
amount of my attention (to the on- allows him to improve, he said.
"We’re giving out food, drinks, Penaflor, who won a prize from
However, students still have both
line students). They aren’t ignored,"
one
of the raffles that includgames," said sophomore Marc
positive and negative views about onshe said.
Tellez, one of the seven orga- ed a pizza gift certificate, a gym
Students who are taking online line classes.
nizers. "We just want students to membership, an A.S. bag, an A.S.
"I don’t mind taking online classcourses meet their professors or classbaseball cap and a map. "I think
come out and have a good time."
mates once or twice during the semes- es," said Dustin Nguyen, a senior biolTellaz said Spartan Sports it’s great to try and get people inogy major.
ter.
Day was held in conjunction volved with school activities."
However, Nguyen said the classes he
"(Students) meet only one time,
Heath with AS’s
which is at the end of the semester to wants to take aren’t offered on online.
er Cooper,
own Spartan
Nguyen has never taken a class ontake the final exam," said Ge Gao, a
a teacher’s
Pride camprofessor who teaches the online cours- line, but he assumes that it might be
for
aide
paign to pro es Communication Theory and Re- easier to take classes online in terms of
the Event
Mote school
search and Nonverbal Communication. coming to school.
Planning
Nguyen said if he could take an onGao said she started teaching online
class, was
"We esline class, he wouldn’t need to use gas to
classes about three years ago.
helping
timated
She said online come to school.
grade the
around
75
Some students wore)’ about losing
classes are more
event.
participants
suitable for nonver- interaction with faculty members and
"Each
at the minibal communication other classmates.
event has
mum," Tellez
classes.
Kenny Chai, a junior graphic design
something
said.
"We
"Many people major who has never taken a class ongoing for
had at least
think that nonver- line, said he wouldn’t consider taking an
it,"
she
150 people.
bal communication online course.
said. "This
We’re very
"In class (might be) better because (I
needs facial expresone
so
has
happy with
sion. They think can) get to know more people," he said.
far pretty
the turnout."
After Tran, a sophomore animation
that they can’t take
much met
All
of
it online because major took an English class online, he
all the exthe materials
they can’t face each said he would not take an online course
pectations.
used for the
other online. How- again.
Every event
event were
ever, facial expres"I prefer meeting (people) in class,"
donated by local organizations. is different, so it just depends on
sion isn’t the only Tran said.
Radio station KMEL played mu- (many factors)."
On the other hand, Ganapathy, who
part of nonverbal
For some students, the incensic for the hour, while eateries and
took an engineering writing class, said
communication,"
gyms offered gift certificates and tive of free stuff was enough to
he can’t take all classes online, but in
Gao said.
lure
theni into being participants
passes as prizes. A.S. provided all
In her online some cases, online courses are very benthe tents and tables as well as a in the academic experiment.
course, Gao teaches various forms of eficial.
"This is cool," said junior Sean
few prizes.
nonverbal communication through col"It was flexible. (I could) work from
"You get one ticket for par- Snyder, a computer science ma
ors, accents, signs, symbols and objects. home or a computer lab." he said.
ticipating (in each game). and Mr, as he chomped down on his
Another student, Supreme Patadia,
Through online classes, Gao found
another if you win (the game)." free slice of pie. "We need more
differences between having students in a senior biology major who has nevsaid junior Maclovia Gonzalez, events like this."
a classroom and online students.
er taken an online course said,"I don’t
Snyder friend Keith Reyna Spartan Sports Day organizer.
In class, students tend to (have) mind one or two, but not all of them.
"Then you show your ticket and olds added, "Yeah, more free
very spontaneous responses, but online The online course is the last option (for
you get pizza and put your tickets pizza."
I want to make sure that they reflect the me)."
The Event Planning course
into the raffle (for the prizes). So
common issues." she said.
Even though students have had varthe more you participate the more contains many groups planning
If students don’t read textbooks, they ious reactions to online courses. Gin.
sinular future events on and oft
opportunity you have to win."
will have a hard time answering ques- Kemp and other faculty members are
There were four carnival -style campus, such AS a free tailgate at
tions online. Gao said.
trying to provide more options and edgames to participate in: a three- 4 p.m. on Saturday at the Spartan
"A big difference I found is in class, ucational opportunities for SJSU stulegged soccer goal kick. a softball Stadium tailgate area bet)tre the
sometimes they don’t read (the text- dents.
toss into a garbage can, a toot- game against Rice l/niversity
Creating online courses isn’t diffibooks), but online they have to," she
said.
cult, Gin and Kemp, the instrucAnother benefit of online classes is tional developers, said.
they can review it, Gao said. They can
"It’s as simple as knowing Islialways go back to the Web site anytime crosoft Word," Gin said.
they want to.
"We provide access to the qualFOOD TO GO
Creating online courses takes a long ity of education. Using technology
UN. 4 lo
L7 017, hl/a/I
..... 1/
1411
time for most professors who start for tools and resources," Gin said.
I II lie Of 11.111 /HMI."
5 foles4rog ivarloide
teaching online courses.
11,44e 1,1.115
Ili. 4, 41,1er It) "1. tplganweit."
Iowa’ 5.1..645
Donna Thompson. a lecturer of
We accept’ VISA MC Amen Dis
art and design teaches Studio Art
Experiences for Young People.
131 E. Jackson Street
She is one of the faculty members
INSTANT TAN IN 20 MINUTES!
Blocks North of Santa Clara
who took a long time to create her
Between 3rd and eh Street
course Web site.
294-3303 or 998-9427
_ 11.1111MMEMMG Jim
"It took me 100 hours," she said.
tiameasameassa
OtaseproME
However, even though faculty
members spend a long time creating their Vel) sites, students still
NDma MEN ANN CHANGED SY HISTONT...OTNERS MAKE IT.
have some problems trying to study
011111111rS ’APOCALYPSE NOVO’ Butler can be a powerful
online.
storyteller. What stares you in the face is the anguish and gnef of
When Tran took an English class AMONWaritnalAwlagma
men who put their lives In the line of fire for a government that
online, he said even though there IIIMMOTICAAIMMAIIDAMINO.CON
undertook a pointless war, mismanaged it, kept it going out of
were instructions, he wasn’t sure
hubris and then abandoned it.
whether or not he was doing assignWATCH THIS AND TNT NOT TO WEEP."
I 11 C M
ments correct’s’. ’Because there wa
Itwo MI MI6
.’ rr Fif--7-10,- I
no teacher, and I had no one to t
--TT 1
to," Tran said.
oCOMMILLING. POTENT AND ETIIOPENINOr anaoat
Thompson said accuracy is
Owe Weeny., OTSPIANO11411 MOW
41,
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Veregge put the brain model on the
turntable and videotaped it, and she
created the three compact discs for the
lab portion of the online class.
Because the videos are on CDs, the
students don’t need to worry about
downloading the videos, she said.
However, students must have a computer with a CD player, Veregge said.
When the students take her class
from different places, they must have
a certain time for available for exams,
she said.
"They all have to take the exam at
the same time," Veregge said.
The exams are usually scheduled
around noon, therefore if the students
live in New York, they have to take
exam later and if the students live in
Hawaii, they have to wake up early to
take the exam, she said.
Veregge’s students successfully took
the exam without having time problems even though they are in different
places.
However, some SJSU students had
clock problems while they were taking
online courses.
Phu Tran, a sophomore animation
major, took an English class online, and
said the most difficult part of taking an
online course was the time setting.
For some reason, his computer’s time and the
Web site’s time
were different
and it messed
up the process
of turning in
assignments, he
said.
Even though
Tran completed his assignments on time,
the
computer
didn’t let him
turn them in, he
said.
It was very
frustrating Tran
said, and many of his classmates had
the same problems.
Because students don’t meet faculty members, it was hard to explain the
problems to them.
Even though Tran and his classmates explained there was a problem
with the Internet clock, they worried
it would look like they were lying and
had not really finished the assignment
on time, he said.
Because nobody is watching. when
Veregge’s students take an exam, trust is
vital for the online course, she said.
Veregge’s exam is open book and
open notes. however, the lab exam isn’t
open book.
"My philosophy is that I need not to
facilitate them be attempted to something dishonest," Veregge said.
After Veregge taught the online
course for the first time, she said she
learned a new thing.
"I do miss seeing students. I do miss
face-to-face interaction," Veregge said.
However, she realized some students seemed more open in the online
course.
When Shiv Ganapathy, a graduate
electrical engineering major, took an
online engineering writing course, he
said it was easier to ask questions than
in a classroom setting.
Ganapathy said he sometimes hesitates to ask questions or make comments in class, however, he didn’t need
to worry about it on online class.
"It (was) more comfortable to ask
questions because no one is looking at
(me)," he said.
One thing Veregge hasn’t worked
out yet is whether or not her feedback
is appropriate for online students, and
it’s different from feedback in class, she
said.
"(In class.) I can look at their faces (to know) *oh, they’re clueless. and
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Tasty Vietnamese food worth a try
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By Joe Amaral
Daily Staff Writer
Beyond being a healthy alternative to
greasy fast food fare, Vietnamese cuisine
is rich in cultural traditions and history,
according to some members of the community.
Chanh Phan, an assistant professor of
comparative religious studies, said some
Vietnamese foods are used specifically
for certain festivals.
Phan said that "banh trung thu,"
or moon cake, is used just for the "Tet
Trung Thu," or Moon Festival, which is
a celebration for children.
Phan said the moon cake is made of
crust, flour, egg yolk and nuts.
The two most important ingredients
in moon cake are the nuts and the yolk
of the egg.
Phan said there are three types of
moon cakes. The first cake is made of just
sweet rice flour, the second has different
types of nuts and the third cake has nuts
and the yolk of the chicken egg.
Moon cake is also eaten with tea.
Phan said.
Phan said another celebration the
Vietnamese have is Tet, which is a celebration of the new year that may happen
in late January or early February.
Phan said the most symbolic meaning to the Vietnamese Tet celebration is
a pair of cakes called "banh chung" and
"banh day," which mean square cake and
round cake. The square cake symbolizes
the earth and mother, and the round cake
symbolizes heaven and father. Phan said.
Both cakes mark unity between heaven and earth and are made from sticky
rice called "nep."
Phan then talked about the history
of the two cakes used for the Tet celebration
According to Phan and the Tet Vietnamese New Year Celebration Web site,
when an ancient king of Vietnam, King
Huong Vuong VI, was going to choose
a successor, he asked someone to make a
special cake with meaning for the succession contest. A prince, Lang Lieu, made
a pair of cakes, one was round and one
was square. Phan said.
Lieu gave the cake to King Vuong and
Vuong enjoyed it. Phan said. King Vuong
told Lieu that he should make the cake
with meaning and give it to the Vietnamese people to enjoy.
1..ard Bowyer Daily Staff
Tina Thuv-Hang Pham, the Vietnamese Student Association president.
At Khanh’s Restaurant, located at 335 S. Winchester Blvd., "bun tom thit" (top) and "cha gioi" are two
said students should give Vietnamese
of the many favorite dishes served daily.
food a try. She said the food is good for
people on diets because it’s made of raw

Other people who ate Vietnamese
food had different views.
"To me, its all the same," said Sydney
Iran, an employee at Crystal Lights Billiards in San Jose. "I can’t really distinguish the differences," Tran said, adding
that there is not much difference between Viemamese and Chinese food.
Tran said a lot of people are openminded today because they like Asian
food in general.
"Nowadays I think a lot of people like
Asian foods, it has been there for so long,
so it’s not like a new thing to people anymore," Tran said.
Vina Nguyen said Vietnamese cuisine
is well worth a try.
"I heard a lot of customers say they
like the noodles," Nguyen said.
Nguyen said eating Vietnamese food
out of a clay pot gives people a better experience.
"The reason why we use the clay pot
to cook our food is because when you
cook it in the clay pot, it’s going to be
better," Vina Nguyen said. "It’s not over
cooked, the pot is made from clay and
will keep the food better," Vina Nguyen said.
Oat Nguyen. an executive director for
the Vietnamese American Council, said
one sauce that is common with Vietnamese food is "nuoc mam." He said the
"nuoc
could be enjoyed with any
type of Vietnamese Mod.
Pham said Vietnamese food has not
impacted American culture yet, but predicts it will in the next 10 to 20 years. She
added that Vietnamese food contributes
a different taste to the 1.Tnited States just
like cuisines from China. Japan. Mexico
and other countries.
Pham said she hopes that Vietnamese
Mod will become a part

American cul-

ture. like pizza from Italians.

Correction:
In Wednesday’s article, "Assembly hopeful
Coto speaks on campus," the California Faculty
Association was misidentified as the California
Teachers Association. The California Faculty
Association is the union that represents faculty on
the 23 California State University campuses. The
Daily regrets the error.
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"Funny as Hell!
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time Out New York

"ADDICTED is a roller coaster ride Into extreme
behavior. The tale is harrowing and

Hysterically Funny!

The

New York Post

"Riveting! Terrifyingly theatrical.

vegetables, uses less oil and has rich vitamins.
Pham said prices are very reasonable
for students, ranging from about $1 to
V. She also said the prices are different
depending on the restaurant.
Pham said Vietnamese food, compared to Chinese, is moked with less oil
and salt, it has more fresh vegetables and
it is easier to cook. She also said other
differences would be who is cooking the
food, the time to eat, the environment
and with whom the meal is enjoyed.
Vietnamese food uses more fresh vegetables, said Pham. To keep some vegetables green, like "rau muong," a Vietnamese spinach, Pham said to put it in
boiling water, add a little salt, boil again,
take it out of the water, put it on the dish
and eat it with cooked rice, soy sauce and
fried soybean.
Pham said foods that students should
try would be the "pho," beef noodle soup.
"bun cha gio," egg rolls with vermicelli, "banh xeo," Vietnamese pancakes,
"banh cuon," steamed rice paper with
pork, "corn tam," broken rice served with
grilled pork ribs, fried eggs and sweet and
sour fish sauce and "bun bo hue," vermicelli served in a spicy soup with sliced
well -cooked beef.
Vina Nguyen, an employee at Clay
Pot Restaurant, located at 19 N. Market
St. in San Jose, said Vietnamese food is
different than other cultural foods, such
as Chinese.
"Vietnamese food does not have too
much oil," Nguyen said. "We try not to
make a lot of oils. we know that Americans do not like it that much," Nguyen
said.
One delicious dish that Clay Pot offers is the "ml kho," which is a noodle
dish made from garlic noodles, toff’, carrots, eggplant, baby corn, mushrooms.
chicken and oriental sauce.
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SPORTS
Spartans host WAC’s top rushing offense
THURSDAY

going to look at that as We’re tint being aggressive
enough," I fill said. "You got three pane, (that) you
haven’t thrown a pick, (I think) we’re not t.hallenging
down the field."
fill said against the Owls, the offense Was going to take more chances to mine the ball, and other
than the third down conversion, he could not see any
downside in Rogers’ game.
"Every time he takes a hit, you’re going to have
deal with the consequences." Hill said. "It’s hard to
complain about a guy who throws 70 percent. That’s
the highest pass completion we’ve had, (with) no interceptions."

By Kenneth Sell
Daily Staff Writer

FOOTBALL

The Spartan football team comes home in an attempt to even out its Western Athletic Conference
record when they face off against Rice University.
SPARTAN FOOTBALL

Saturday vs.
Rice University
at Spartan Stadium,
6 p.m.

IN THE

RED ZONE
NOTEBOOK

Oct. 9 vs.
Washington State
University
in Washington,
12:30 p.m.
MEN’S SOCCER
Friday vs.
University of Denver
in Denver,
3:30 p.m.
Sunday vs.
Air Force
in Colorado Springs,
noon.
Oct.8 vs.
Sacramento State
University
in Sacramento,
noon.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
Friday vs.
Southern Methodist
University
at Spartan Soccer Field,
4 p.m.
Sunday vs.
University of
Texas-El Paso
at Spartan Soccer Field,

1 p.m.
Oct. 8 vs.
University of
Nevada-Reno
in Reno,
6 p.m.

The meeting between San Jose State University and Rice is scheduled for 6 p.m. this Saturday at
Spartan Stadium.
Spartan head coach Fitz Hill said despite the
mistakes his team made in their 36-13 loss in their
WAC opener against Southern Methodist University, he believes there are many upsides to the progress of his team.
"There are a lot of positives even inside a defeat. The bottom line came down to we didn’t score
when we should have scored offensively," Hill said.
Hill said the offensive statistics of the last game
were misleading because the end result of their
game against the Mustangs was a loss.
la,,on Fithian / Daily Staff
"We moved the football very effectively and time
of possession revealed that, but we weren’t able to Left, San lose State University freshman wide receiver Kevin lurovich and senior place
cash in," Hill said.
kicker Jeff Carr run through drills during practice Wednesday at South Campus.
The Spartans were able to move the football
through 63 plays for 273 yards against the Mus- starters, you have a tendency to start slow," [till said. people miss, and he makes awesome decisions," Hill
tangs, but were only able to score a touchdown "About game four, game five, it ought to be coming said. "It’s probably because I know he can pull it
within the last three minutes of the fourth quar- together, and that’s what I’m expecting this week."
down and run it, has probably made me more conter.
servative since I’ve been here."
"They were scoring sevens and we were scoring
Along with being able to rush the ball, I fill said
Rogers pulling double duty
threes," Hill said.
he is equally impressed in the throwing capabiliHill said one of the main stumbling blocks that
For a second game this se:vain. Spartan quarter- ty that Rogers has displayed in his start against the
he is looking to remedy against Rice is the Spartans’ back Dale Rogers was the leading rusher with 147 Mustangs
passing for 102 yards with one touchlack of converted third downs.
down but some of the opportunities to gain yardyards on 14 carries.
"Our third down conversion is what is killing us,"
Rogers, who Hill said was unable to practise be- age in key areas were squandered.
Hill said. "I mean, were awful in that category."
cause of the hits he received last week, said he was
"(Rogers) right now has the highest completion
SJSU is ranked last in third down conversions with successful in the running game because of the plays rate of any quarterback in our league," Hill said.
nine of 37 plays that resulted in a fresh set of downs.
"I le’s 13 of 48. Nearly 70 percent, but the critical
that were available for the quarterback to run.
"If we can increase our third down conversion,
"Those plays are put in because we thought they’d element of that is that those 22 percent misses have
that will cure a lot of our ills because number one, be successful no matter who’s running them," Rogers been huge plays, that we could have capitalized on
well move the ball longer (and) second, we will be said. "Things worked out so far with the calls they some points on some wide open people that we wit
moving down to the red zone area where we are 100 have made for me."
to hit."
percent," Hill said. "But we haven’t done that in the
Hill said he was impressed by his quarterbacks
Rogers said he felt his offensive line has been
plus side of the field."
ability to pull down the ball and beat defenses on the giving him the opportunities to move the ball
Hill said he attributed his team’s mistakes to its ground, but he was worried fin the safety of Boger, downfield, but he needs to capitalize on the . bans lack of experience.
es.
outside the pocket.
"That’s a situation which really shows our
"(Rogers is) a tough guy and was running the
"This game (against WU), we had a souple
youthfidness because we got to convert those third ball a lot," lull said. "lie took some licks out there more plays for the quarterback to run, so that had a
attempts," Hill said. "You look in the red zone the that (former quarterback Scott Rislov) or those goys lot to do with it." Roger, said. "The pass pr itection
last two weeks we’re 100 percent. We’re eight for before him have never taken. That has taken a toll was pretty good. I either dumped (the football) out of
eight with those opportunities. We should be down on him."
the back or take off and run, and whatever is the opthere 18 or 20 times rather than eight for eight."
lill said Rogers’ ability to scramble down the pirtunity I take advantage of what they give me."
Hill said his team is ready to make the necessary field has somewhat changed his game plan.
lill said he read the completion rating as a sign
adjustments.
"We knew he was very athletic he’s 240
that the team was not taking many risks.
"Offensively, when you have seven or eight new pounds, he runs through hand tackles and he makes
"With three games with no interceptions, I’M
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Saturday vs.
Fresno State University
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Go into the game through the student gate
by kick-off and enter to win.
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VOLLEYBALL

Under Coach Keith Burns, SJSII1 defensive end
Tony Ficklin said the Spartans are playing with
more energy than he had seen sice coming to the
team.
"Last year’s defense was alright but we weren’t
all together as a team," Ficklin said. "This year,
we are more like a team then we have ever been.
That’s what is helping us a lot to iwercome our
downplay. Being part of a team, we’re playing for
each other."
Ficklin, who has registered 4.0 sacks and 8.0
tackles behind the line of scrimmage, shares the
WAC lead in sacks with Rice defensive linemen
John Syptak and Thadis Pegues.
Ficklin said it is his commitment to staying alert
that has aided him in his sack total.
1.ast year I wasn’t as focused as I Was this year,
plus I started going to church," Ficklin said. "They
always told me that God put you in the right place,
(but) it’s up to you to make the right decisions at
the moment. I just received the moment at the right
time."
I fill said he was impressed by the defense this
season, but isolated a few key problenis his defense
needs to correct below they hive the ()wls
"We are getting pressure to the quarterback,
something we haven’t done," I hill said. "We got 10
sacks in three games, vi that’s something that’s very
encouraging to do, but we cannot allow fisitball
team to line up and run the toothall on ii..."
1 lill said the Spartans, whit Ii piste. the eighth
ranked rushing defense have challenge to stop the
run on Saturday’s game.
"[liar’su n nigh week t,. say that when you’re getting ready to play nine ot the top rushing finithall
teams in the country in Rice," I WI said.
SPA 1 clefenswe tas kle
ireen said the defense needs t, be ti, ire’ dcfttiite i ti its exesursni
"We had taut liportlitlItit, II.
but We didn’t
seize the in. intent," title!, snit -NW wit to tackle a
little bit better. Our taskling wasn’t that great."
Green said he belies vs the players an turn the
niomenttim of their team AP Rind with a win against
Rice.
"We really believe that we’ll sonic: .isit this week
being two aii,1 tn.,," ( ireen said.
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SJSU alumni discuss state of Spartan football San Jose’s hope for baseball
rise after Expos desision

By DOItHoekwater
Daily StaffPhotographer
If you can’t remember a time when San Jose State
University football was a top program, talk to some
of the people who were there, and they’ll be quick to
remind you it is all true
or was at one time.
Hundreds of Spartan football faithful, including
past and present players and cheerleaders, were on
hand Wednesday evening for the Qparterback Club
meeting at Lou’s Village in San Jose. The club has
been in existence since 1971, when Darryl Rodgers was the head coach at SJSU. The club meets the
Wednesday before every horns game.
Several former players were in attendance to
show their support for a program that is tilting on
the edge of extinction. Former Spartan quarterback
David Ellis, who went on to broadcast Spartan football for 18 years, didn’t mince words about the state
of the program, including the Spartans 36-13 loss to
Southern Methodist University.
"There are a lot of Spartan fans disappointed
with what has happened in the last five years," Ellis said. "Something is wrong when you get beat by
23 points by the worst team in Division (1-A) football." Ellis said.
There were words of encouragement from former
Quarterback Club President Andy Gffiggeri.
"Look, we’re here to support the student athletes
and coaches involved with San Jose State football,"
he said. "When a program is down, it doesn’t matter if it is here or at Stanford, or at USC, people are
going to start asking questions. We want everyone
to know we continue to stand behind the team. The
evaluation of the coaching staff is for the administration."
Former Spartan outside linebacker Jerry Duran,
who played in 1976 and 1977, shared some suggestions he saw as necessary to put the program hack on
the winning track.
"They need to start recruiting athletes, starting
with junior college kids to make a more immediate
impact," Duran said.
Duran acknowledged the current controversy regarding keeping the program is hurting the recruiting efforts of the staff, but added, "The people in
charge need to make the decision to support the

Associated Press

Former players talk about the glory days of San lose State Spartan football at Wednesday’s
meeting of the Quarterback Club in San lose. From left: David Ellis, Larry Zajonc, Bob Minklien
and Wayne Woodyard.
program. There are also 100,000 alumni in the Bay
Area," he said. "We need to find a way to get them
to football games."
Spartan head coach Fitz Hill spoke at the meeting and gave a preview of the upcoming game with
Rice.
"We’re not looking at this game in terms of being
competitive, we’re looking at it to win," Hill said.
While some of those in attendance were more
than happy to voice their feelings about the current
state of the program privately, only two questions
were asked of Hill publicly after he spoke neither
of them regarding grievances about football.
Hill then left immediately after he answered
questions.
Former players Bob Minklein and Larry Zajonc,
both members of the Pacific Coast Athletic AssoSan lose Students, for
a taste of the sweet
lifo. try Our new White
Peach hookah tobacco
FRFF1

ciation champion Spartan teams of 1973 and 1974,
were more targeted in venting their frustration with
the current state of affairs regarding football at their
alma mater.
"The faculty needs to get off everyone’s back and
step up and join the party," Minidein said.
The former Spartan offensive tackle added, "I
don’t like them messing with tradition, either. I
didn’t care for the black uniforms last year; our colors
are blue and gold."
Zajonc, a former outside linebacker, said the team
needs to simply start winning.
"If we don’t win it gives power to the authorities
that want to get rid of the program," Zajonc said.
"These kids need football. I know I wouldn’t have
gone to college if it weren’t for football. I learned
never to quit and that’s why I’m retired at age 53."
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SAN FRANCISCO Baseball’s
decision to move the Montreal Expos
to Washington gave officials in San Jose
reason for optimism in their bid to acquire a major league team.
Oakland Athletics owner Steve Schott
has said he would like to move the franchise to San Jose, but the San Francisco
Giants own the rights to that area.
Baseball cleared a similar hurdle
with the Expos, reaching an understanding with Baltimore Orioles owner
Peter Angelos, who had previously objected to having a team move just 40
miles from his Camden Yards stadium.
"We think this is awfully good
news," Mike Fox, the chairman of Baseball San Jose, said Wednesday. "Now
that the Montreal Expos issue has been
resolved, it’s time to look at the Oakland A’s situation."
Earlier this year, commissioner Bud
Selig visited the Coliseum in Oakland
for the first time since 1989 and declared the Athletics need a new stadium
soon to survive.
But Selig said Wednesday that the
Expos’ move has no bearing on the
situation in the Bay Area because "the
Washington area was not officially part
of baseball’s territory."
"San Jose is part of the San Francisco Giants’ territory," Selig said. "The
clubs’ territories really have always been
treated with great respect. And so when
a team is sold, and a territory exists near
theirs, we don’t change that. This is a
completely different thing, so it is not a
proper analogy, frankly."
The small -market Ns, who have
won the Al. West the past two seasons
and lost in the first round of the playoffs the last four years, had an opening day payroll iii’ just over $59 million this

season, higher than 14 of baseball’s 30
teams. The Giants were ninth with a
payroll of roughly 882 million.
The A’s are 19th in the majors in attendance at just under 27,000 fans per
game, while the Giants are fifth at more
than 40,000 per game.
A’s manager Ken Macha acknowledged Wednesday there will certainly
be talk about the possibility of moving
the club from Oakland to !iiin Jose.
"I’m sure that’s going to be something to be viewed not just with our situation but with other teams," he said.
The A’s gave the Giants territorial
rights to Santa Clara County in 1992,
when the Giants were trving to move
to the South Bay Baseball reaffirmed
those rights before San Francisco built
the Giants a fancy new ballpark on the
water that has made the Ns envious.
Baseball San Jose is circulating a petition and hopes to present the commissioner’s offi,e with 100,000 signatures asking to free Safi Jose from the
Giants’ territorial grasp. The San Jose
City Council is also expected to endorse
Baseball San Jose’s request at a meeting
next Tuesday.
"What we’re asking is it the .VS be Cane available to allow them to move
from 14 miles away from the San Francisco Giants to 54 miles away," Fox said.
Fox said there are many reasons why
Northern California’s most populous city
deserves a major league team. San Jose
is in the heart
1’allev whose
numerous technology companies would
provide a strong base tor a new team.
"We’re a maim league city already.:

Fox said. "Look at it from the standpoint rit per capita income arid population base. Look at what has happened
with the San Jose arena and the San
Jose Sharks The support has been phent imenal."
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CALASSIklEEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

GENERAL HELP. Small
Mattress Store close to SJSU
FT/PT/Flextime Will train
Informal atmosphere Jeans OK
Computer skills a plus Steady
Work Steady Pay Ed 984-4020

GRAPHIC DESIGNER Position
Avaliable 18-20 hrs per week
Must be enrolled in SJSU
School of Art Proficient in
Illustrator Photoshop
EMPLOYMENT Adobe
and InDesign on a Macintosh
Platform Applications available
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.
in the Student Union Admhistration
Position available Great
Opportunity Phone experience Office 924-6310
and computer literate FT/PT
in San Jose Mon -Fri & some EXPERIENCED BARTENDER
Needed rad THE ALMADEN
SATs Call 510-796-3050 for
LOUNGE Sun. Mon A wee
more information
Evenings 7 00 PM -2 00 A M
Shift $8/HR Please Call
ROOMMATE tor Parson with
Nancy rd, I408i 269-4200
A Disability: Hope Services is
hiring roommates for persons
EARN SISS25/14OUR
with developmental disabilities
Communications Firm looking
in San Jose Qualified applifor
Motivated
People Set your
cants will have a California
own hours For more into
drivers license automobile
1-877-791-7305
insurance a clean DMV record
and a car Prolessional or
INSTRUCTIONAL LIFEGUARDS
personal experience working
Part or Full time in San Jose
with someone with a disability
Flex hours/days Mon -Sat
is a plus The ability to work
Call
Peter Jacob or Crystal
independently exercising
408-295-0228 Email resume
good judgement and decision
to
lobs,vesba
org or Fax 408making skills is essential The
275-9858 or US mail to 730
Roommates maior duty is to
San
Jose 95128
Empey
Way
be available in the home from
Must have current lifeguard
8 p m to 9 a m Mon Fri
certifications
first
CPR
aid
&
to assist the individual in the
event of an emergency During RECREATION JOBS AT THE
these hours the roommate
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
receives an hourly wage The
REC DEPT. Positions Open
roommate pays rent but is
For Leaders Afterschorii
Now
compensated for services proElem Sch Age Child Care
vided We are looking for appliRecreation/Enrichment
cants who will be roommates to Programs PIT. M -F 2-6 15pm
female clients
Pay Range $7 83411 32/hour
We are also looking for
starting depending on exp No
COMPANIONS. Companions
units req Call Kathy 408ECE
do not live in the client’s home
354-87008245
but work part time providing
daily Irving skills training for
Clients The pay is S1241our
Please visit our web site at
WWW hopeservices org to learn
more about HOPE To apply,

ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS
PART TIME OPENINGS
HIGH STARTING PAY
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
’Internships possible

All mators may apply
Scholarships awarded
annually
’Some Conditions apply
’Gain valuable experience in
sales/customer service
No experience necessary
Training provided

income S gain everience’
CALL 615-1500 9 am Spin
www workforstudents com/sisu
Earn

i9Mopeservices ore EOE/AA
SITTER WANTED: Sat and/or
Sun Eves 2 small children
Flex Ms & pay Previous exp
w/children preferred Perfect tor
Child Dev major Angie 978-2530
PSYCH, SPED. MAJORS:
Work w/developmentally disabled child my home 8 min
from campus after school hrs
$12/hr 408-926-3944
rCertain advertisements M
these columns may refer IA*
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified reaches should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete information before sending money
for goods or services In addition readers should carefully
investigate all firms offering
employment listings ii Coupon’, fur discount vacations
or merchandise

09/30/04

DEUVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business
Perfect for Students,
Earn $250 every weekend,
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408-292.7876

RECREATION/DAY CARE
FITNESS/LANGUAGE/DANCE./
Santa Clara Private School
SPORTS INSTUCTORS NEEDED M-F 3pin-6pm $10 00/tir Fax
For adult A children classes
resume to 408.207-0996
lamed openings PT Flex
HIS 520-25Mr plus bonus’
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
Need car Fax res to 408-971Counselors for after -school
4761 or call 408-971-4760 to outreach programs Facilitate
make appointment
curriculum based activities
&lingual a plus +0 156t50 5105u
THERAPISTStrUTORS FT/PT Visit www girlscoutsofscc org
needed to work yr/children
for into Send cover wrier & ’es
w/special needs Flex hrs
AA/A058 Gide Gal Scouts of Santa
Competitive pay lap preferred
Clara County 1310 S Bascom
but not required Fax Res to Ave San Jose CA 95128 or FAX
Kathy 408-254-1802
(408) 287-8025 or rncidreW
girl scoutsofscc org. A/VEOE
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS
PiT instructors Elem schools
TEACHERS AIDE: Jr & Sr
Degree/Cred NOT required High Math Santa Clara Private
Oppty for toachtng exp Need car
School M -F 9-3 $10 00/hr
VM 408-28.’ 4170.408 EOE-AAE
Fax res to .4081247-0996
WELCOME SACK SPARTANS! GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL
Local valet ompany needs
help needed for small exclusive
enthusiastic & energetic indiShop & kennel P -I’ Tues-Sat
viduals to work at nearby malls
Must be reliable honest able
private events & country dubs
to do physical work Prefer exp
FT.PT available We will work
working w, dogs but will train
around your busy school
Great oppty for dog lover Can
schedule Must have clean
Fax resume to 408-377-0109
DMV Lots of fun & earn good
or Call 371-9115
money Call 408-867-7275

DAILY CLASSIFIED

please call Shiden i4081282 0481.
SShahvanan
or email her

P/T STUDENT WORK
$14 50 to START
No Exp / Will Train
Suits All Maiors
Great Resume Exp
FT/PT
START IMMEDIATELY
Call 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork com

EGG DONORS NEEDED!
18-31
Donate to infertile couples
some of the many eggs your
Healthy females ages

body disposes monthly

COMPENSATION $5,000
Call ReProductve Sokahrts now

818-832-1494

SPORTS/THRILLS
SJSU LACROSSE CLUB
Now brining for 04/05 No exp
nec www sisulacrosse corn

SERVICES/
INSTRUCTION
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN

includes cosmos, 569 00 Per year
Save 307. 60
For into call
1-800-655-3225 or
*WM, studentdental corn or
~AV goldenwestdental corn

Dreams & Soul Travel from
ECKANKAR Call toll -free
recording 1-877-411-1800 or
visit www eckankar org FreeBook

GLOBAL PHONECARDS
Order Online Save extra 15.
with coupon code spartan
CHEAPPHONECARDS COM

408-378.1409
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PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

19 Among

70 Sky happening
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
12 wds
HOUSE FOR LEASE Nice
23 Supply a party
Downtown Sari Jose home
76 Card table ay
4BID2BA with yard Lots of
27 Folders Mrs
parking Nice neighborhood 1
28 - d oeuvres
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
SJSU near the bus,- 29 Meadow
For your paper or dissertation block from
neSs classrooms S2200/mo
30 Canape topper
Experienced Efficient Exact
gardener & garbage 31 Htstorical period
Familiar with APA C Chicago Styles includes
dep
required
One
year
$2200
Hr part
32
ESL is a spectafty Caace4831
lease Call 408 978-2064
33 Reduce 12 Yids I
252.1i08 or Ewagrace4aol corn
dispenser
37
Cash
or www gracenotesedding corn
38 Mt above
DOWNTOWN VICTORIAN 410
sea level
$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER 21,2BA Perfect shared housing
39 Unlatch to a bard
Laundry apimax S2500/mo
SCHEDULING BONUS
40 Part of UK
4 hours of your griup s time
SSOODp Nr 28C 008 272 1302
41 yellow fruits
PLUS our free ,es. free)
43 Mal de fundraising solution, EQUALS
Spanish article
SHARED HOUSING 44
45 PBS supplier
$ ylCrr. gSr2o" Call
forup
AY
46
Follow the
for $450 bonus *hen you ROOM FOR RENT: Female
example of
schedule your non sales fund only 2 Bec1/2Bath condo Cottle
85 Bik from LightRail laun- 47 landlords tee
raiser with Campust undraiser
48 Agassi or Gide
Contact CampusFundraiser
dry fireplace balcony pool
51 Pool halt item
1888) 923-3238 r visit
spa assigned parking $500
52 Broken-oll glaciers
www campustundraiser corn month Chnsta 408-360-0726
53 ’Frankenstein
monster /2 wits I
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
56 Nut up yet
WORKS,
57 Ancient Tokyo
58 Wellesley grad
62 Steel mill refuse
IlikaNsm.ku./AGeta ’Ana uu.1211224-32T7
63 Miscalculate
64 Tette ecl
65 Jekyl s other halt
numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
66 Early veggie
67 Roc I player
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TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Feudal tenant
FREE/ FIRST MONTH RENT!!
7 Sock hop locale
2 bcIrM72 full oath apts start, 0 Consequently
ing 5995/mo WILL WORK 10 Disagreeably cold
WITH YOU ON DEPOSIT 2
and sticky
blks from SJSU Wafer/Trash 15 Flower adornment
paid Prking avail WO on site 16 Claw badly
Cats OK Great for roommates, 17 Territory
Well managed student building 18 Mantra chants
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Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
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FREE BOOK on Past Lives,

LOCAL RATES

Pnnt your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters,

FAX: 408-924-328i
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30
32
33
34
35
36
Seems pleased 42
Love brawl* 46
47
A Redgrave
48
Actress
49
- Oeniaven
Mideast nation 50
51
Etc category
52
Clk.lied ’send’
Boat runways
54
Semblance

DOWN
1 Playback

machine
2 Malt beverage
Droop
the middle

1
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

17
13 01 yore
21 Go-betweens
22 Peale al work
23 Economic&
24 Heart outlet

25 Walk with a
firm heavy rep
29 Spring bloomer

Delhi con
Possibilities
Bing Isar %DEN"
Shp from, Valdez
Unethical
Tree abodes
Put in a nutshell
Dawn goddess
Sate place
Disconcert
Selflessly
Feel anxiety
Tort -knit team
Musical key
( 2 was I

Room and
board
55 Dinghy s need
59 Boss bnelly
60 Social Register
word
61 Fuss
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said.
"In the beginning, nobody was stealing, but
then people started getting used to being here
and so stuff got stolen," Laws said.
Since the library’s opening, campus police
have recorded 228 thefts at the library, according to an incident summary by the University
Police Department.
"We thought there would be higher crime
rates (and) more theft while the students were
in session," Laws said. "But then, summertime
came around and our theft rate went way up."
In total, 114 thefts were recorded in the
months of June, July and August, according
to the incident summary. Ironically, 114 is
the same number of thefts reported altogether
from August 2003 to May 2004.
Laws said the crime rate and number of
thefts at the library appear to have decreased
since students returned this Fall semester.
"We haven’t had nearly as many arrests
since the semester started," Laws said.
However, the exact incident rate for the beginning of the semester cannot be assessed until the beginning of October. Laws said.
"We did have is lot of students that continued to come here throughout the summer, but
most of the patrons during the summer were
members of the public," Laws said, adding
that campus police believe it is mostly teenagers who steal from the library.
Laws said he and city library officials have
discussed the problem of theft and how to best
manage the library materials.
"We have made recommendations and the
city is looking into ways to try to deal with
those recommendations," Laws said, adding
that he prefers not to describe the nature of
those recommendations for security reasons.
Maricris Demayo, a sophomore biology
major, said stolen or missing library materials
could inconvenience her in the future.
it is unfair for you and me and other
persons who might need to look at (a stolen
item)," she said. "People don’t understand that
it is rude."
Demayo, who visits the library about three
times is week, said because of the accessibility
of information Via the Internet, some people
lack respect for books and other written materials.
"It goes back to prioritizing your time and

having the tine to look f.ir what you need,"
Deniayo said.
sue., to everyone’s
She said thievery
lives, especially the people who need Ni use the
missing articles.
Your life is already stressed out as it is
why add more?" Demayo said.
She said she thinks people steal items from
the library because they want to avoid paying
for the item or don’t have the time to make a
photocopy.
Laws said some students vandalize or steal
books and other materials from the library For

"We thought there
would be higher crime
rates (and) more theft
while the students
were in session."
Sgt. John Laws,
UPD
example, one female student ripped out a page
from a library book and attached it to her history paper, Laws said. However, the professor
recognized the cut out photograph and contacted the library staff, which found the book
and the missing page.
The student was contacted by campus police and charged with petty theft, Laws said.
"So, for the price of a photocopy, she had to
purchase a whole new book for the library and
she had to go to criminal court," Laws said.
In another incident, a male student removed three pages from an automobile manual and tried to leave the library with the pages
tucked into his bag, Laws said.
In a twist of fate, those particular pages had
been treated with the material that sets ott the
book theft devices at the two library entrances,
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Laws said.
Library security staff arrested the student
for theft.
David Yorke, a sophomore behavioral psychology major, said the alarm devices at the
entrances would deter him from stealing if he
ever had the urge.
"They’re very effective, especially since
they have the guards posted at every exit,"
Yorke said. "They would definitely deter me
from deciding to take a book instead of checking it out."
Andy Kuo, a senior computer science major, said he has never noticed any theft at the
library, but is rroubled by its occurrence as it
affects other patrons who want to use the library’s resources.
"Because (library material) is free to use already, I don’t see the point in stealing," Kuo
said.
Other reported criminal or disturbing activities in or around the library include assault,
possession of marijuana, drinking in public,
lewd acts in public, resisting and delaying a
police officer and bicycle theft.
According to the campus police report, the
number of documented incidents since August 2003 amount to 616 (including theft).
Of those incidents, 221 happened during the
summer of 2004.
He said most people are unaffected by the
disturbances that occur at the library on any
given day.
"We try to take care of things quickly and
quietly," Laws said. "It is not our job to make a
bigger disturbance than there already was."
Laws said the library security staff takes an
average of five to six police reports a day.
"Out of 12,000 people, if we make one arrest, that is just a minor inconvenience to a few
people," he said.
Laws said since the library opened, his staff
has made "lots of arrests." When an arrest is
made, the individual is transported to Santa
Clara County Jail where he or she is booked
for the charge, Laws said.
According to state law, misdemeanor theft
carries a penalty of up to $1,000 or up to one
year in county jail. Laws said.
In addition, while a first offense of petty
theft may carry a lesser sentence, such as a fine
or community service, a second offense of petty theft could put an individual in prison for at
least one year, Laws said.
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Junior financing major Kiet Ho tries to keep the ball in bounds as he plays pingpong with a friend in the Bowling Center on the lower level of the Student
Union Monday.
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Stualrrips
Apple iPod

Vacation Package

Hummer H3

Sparritan Flood)
vs
October 2nd
Kick Off at 6:00 p.m.
"Hall of Fame Weekend"
FREE Student Tickets
FREE Student Parking

Apple 12" iBook

